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Evolving greenfield passive optical 
networks
E Bonsma, N Karunatillake, R Shipman, M Shackleton and D Mortimore†
We investigate applying an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to the design of a passive optical network (PON). We use three techniques
to improve the performance. Firstly, to reduce the risk of sub-optimal convergence, we use a novel genetic encoding. Secondly,
we combine the EA with a heuristic to guide the optimisation. Thirdly, we investigate various ways of sub-dividing the problem.
We briefly present experiments to demonstrate how the EA performs. The results show the strengths and weaknesses of the
various techniques we employ.
1. Introduction
The design of a telecommunications network is often a
difficult problem. The many interdependent choices that
need to be made, the conflicting criteria that apply and the
constraints that need to be obeyed result in a search space
that is typically very large and complex. Evolutionary
computation is an optimisation technique that is often
very effective in this case. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs)
are therefore frequently applied to the design of
telecommunications networks [1, 2].
In this paper we look at an idealised version of a real
world network design problem, the design of a passive
optical network (PON). A PON is a point-to-multipoint
access network that uses low-cost, passive splitters. The
problem has a large and complex search space which
makes the optimisation difficult. However, it abstracts
from specific details because our focus here is on general
techniques that can be used to improve the performance of
EAs when applied to real-world problems. The three
techniques we consider are the use of a neutral encoding,
the combination of the EA with problem-specific heuristics,
and splitting the optimisation into several stages.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the network design problem in detail. Section 3
then discusses the implementation of the EA, with
particular focus on the above three techniques. Section 4
briefly presents some experimental results that show how
the EA performs. Finally, section 5 draws conclusions.
2. Problem description
The problem we consider is a generalised version of the
greenfield design of a PON. Greenfield means that the
network is developed from scratch.
There are a number of customers, each at a separate
location with a demand of one or more network
connections, potentially of different types, e.g. four LAN
and two DS1. Each customer needs to be connected to a
host, which can be shared by multiple customers. The host
connects customers to the optical network by way of
service boxes that are allocated to the host. There are
different configurations of s e r v i c e  b o x e s ,  e a c h  a b l e  t o
handle a certain number of customer connections, see
Table 1. Hosts are connected by way of optical fibre to a
splitter, which can be shared by multiple hosts. Each
splitter is then connected to an exchange. Figure 1 shows a
very simple example network. As shown, a customer can be
collocated with a potential host. 
 Table 1 Example service box types.
The problem specification includes the locations for
customers and the potential locations for hosts, splitters
and exchanges. There are costs associated with the use of
each host, splitter and exchange, which may depend on the
location. For each host, there is also a limit on the number
of service boxes that can be allocated to it. There are costs
specified for each of the different service boxes.
Furthermore, costs are defined for the use of cable and
fibre. These costs increase with distance, but not
necessarily linearly to reflect limitations on the length of
cables and fibres. †Evolved Networks
Service box Cost
5 LAN 200
5 DS1 200
5 LAN + 5 DS1 350
10 LAN 325
10 DS1 325
10 LAN + 10 DS1 600Evolving greenfield passive optical networks
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Fig 1 An example network showing the various components. It also
shows (dashed) the potential locations of hosts, splitters and
exchanges that have not been used. Service boxes at hosts are,
however, not shown.
When a network is being designed, there are many
objectives that need to be taken into account. These
include the fixed cost of the network, its maintenance cost,
its robustness and its extensibility. Here, we only consider
two objectives. Firstly, the total cost should be as low as
possible. Secondly, the unmet demand must be
minimised1. These two objectives are weighted and
summed to form a single objective that can be minimised
by an ordinary EA. Although a multi-objective EA can be
used to independently optimise the objective values [3], we
use an ordinary EA to simplify our discussion and analysis. 
3. Implementation
The EA is implemented in Java using the Eos evolutionary
platform [4]. The following three sections highlight
particular techniques that are used to apply the EA to the
network design problem. Section 3.1 shows how the use of
a neutral genetic encoding can help the EA to improve
solutions. Section 3.2 shows how the EA can be combined
with heuristics to good effect. Finally, section 3.3 discusses
how the problem can be sub-divided to speed up
optimisation. 
3.1 Neutral encoding
One of the main design problems when using an EA is how
t o  e n c o d e  s o l u t i o n s .  T h e  e n c o d i n g  t h a t  i s  u s e d  h a s  a
significant effect on the quality of the solutions that are
generated, and the time it takes to generate them. The
encoding together with the genetic operators that operate
on it largely determine how susceptible the EA is to sub-
optimal convergence. Sub-optimal convergence occurs
when an EA has converged to a solution that is not optimal
but that cannot be improved through minor changes in the
encoding.
One mechanism to reduce the likelihood of sub-
optimal convergence is the use of neutrality in the genetic
encoding [5]. An encoding is neutral when changes can be
made to the genetic encoding that do not affect the
solution or its fitness. These neutral changes can alleviate
the problem of local optima. The following example
illustrates this.
Consider the situation in Fig 2(a). Here, four customers
(a, b, c and d) are currently allocated to host B. However,
the configuration in Fig 2(b) would actually be less
expensive. Whether or not the EA is likely to find this
improvement is influenced by the way solutions are
encoded.
Fig 2 Two example customer-to-host allocations: (a) a sub-optimal 
solution, (b) the optimal solution.
If a direct encoding is used, as in Fig 3(a), it is difficult
for the EA to make the improvement. The problem is that
Customers a and d need to switch to Host A at the same
time, to improve the solution. If only one customer
switches to Host A, the solution is more expensive because
the decreased cost of the cable does not offset the cost of
using an extra host.
On the other hand, if a neutral encoding is used the EA
is less likely to become trapped in a local optimum.
Figure 3(b) shows a neutral encoding that uses grouping.
Firstly, customers are mapped to one of a number of
groups (in this example only two). Then, each group is
a s s i g n e d  t o  a  h o s t .  T h i s  a l l o w s  m u l t i p l e  c u s t o m e r s  t o
switch hosts simultaneously.
In Fig 3(b), the first change is a neutral one as it does
not change the solution. It does, however, set the stage for
the mutation that actually improves the solution. Both
mutations change only a single value, and the mutations
do not have to occur simultaneously. This makes it much
easier for the EA to discover the improvement.
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1 There is unmet demand when a host does not have sufficient service
boxes to satisfy the total demand of its customers.
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Fig 3 How the solution in Fig 2(a) can be improved for different 
genetic encodings: (a) a direct encoding, and (b) a neutral encoding 
using grouping.
We have used the above technique extensively in the
genetic encoding of solutions. Customers are assigned to
groups before they are allocated to hosts. Similarly, hosts
are grouped before they are assigned to splitters, and
splitters are grouped before they are connected to an
exchange. Hosts are also grouped before service boxes are
allocated.
3.2 Hybrid evolutionary search
An EA can be combined with a heuristic to perform a
hybrid evolutionary search. There are various ways in
which this can be done [6]. For the allocation of service
boxes to hosts, we use a constructive heuristic that is
manipulated by an EA to change the solution that it
generates.
The heuristic we are using is a simple, greedy one. As
long as a host still has unmet demand and spare service
box capacity, the heuristic adds another service box to the
host. It always selects a service box that reduces the
demand. When there is more than one service box that
does so, the heuristic biases its choice using preference
values that are associated with each service box type.
These preference values are genetically encoded so that
the EA can mutate them to vary the service box allocations
generated by the heuristic.
The use of a heuristic has several significant
advantages. Firstly, the heuristic helps the EA to constrain
the search to solutions where a host has ‘just enough’
service boxes. Without the heuristic, the EA would also
have to consider solutions that are clearly inferior, i.e.
those where there is still unmet demand and those with
too many service boxes. Secondly, the heuristic helps the
EA to simultaneously optimise the customer-to-host
allocation and the service box allocation. The heuristic
ensures that a change of customer for a given host is
immediately reflected in the service boxes that are
allocated to it. If this is not the case, it is much more
difficult for an EA to find improvements. The reason is that
many changes in the customer-to-host allocation, even
improvements, lead to worse solutions as long as the
service box allocation has not (yet) been changed to reflect
this.
3.3 Staged optimisation
The network design problem consists of several distinct but
dependent parts:
• allocation of customers to hosts,
• allocation of service boxes to hosts,
• design of the optical network, which constitutes of
two parts — connecting hosts to splitters and
connecting splitters to an exchange.
The EA can consider the entire problem at once, or it
can separately optimise parts of the problem. The latter,
staged approach has the advantage that the problem is
more manageable and potentially easier to solve. The
search space for each of the sub-problems is magnitudes
smaller than the search space for the entire problem.
However, the risk that the final solution is sub-optimal is
higher. Design decisions that are optimal in the context of
a sub-problem can be far from optimal when the whole
problem is considered.
To investigate the extent of the trade-off, we use the
following four approaches to solve the network
optimisation problem:
• OneStage — solve the entire problem at once,
• TwoStageNetwork — in the first stage, allocate
customers to hosts and optimise the optical network,
and then, in a second stage, allocate service boxes to
hosts,
• TwoStageHost — in the first stage allocate customers
to hosts and optimise the service box allocation, and
then, in the second stage, optimise the optical network,
• ThreeStage — in the first stage allocate customers to
hosts, in the second stage, optimise the service box
allocation, and then, in the third stage, optimise the
optical network.
To decide when to stop an optimisation stage and
switch to the next, a stage termination criterion is
required. The criterion that is used is the following. A list of
size  H is maintained that contains a history of best
objective values. After each generation of the EA the
objective value of the best solution is considered. If it
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improves any of the objectives in the list, the list is
updated accordingly. When the list has not been updated
for  G consecutive generations, the optimisation is
considered to be converged, and the optimisation stage
can be terminated.
4. Experiments
In this section we present two sets of experiments. In the
first experiment we investigate the effect of splitting the
optimisation into several stages. In the second experiment
we examine the effect of the neutral encoding.
The problem to optimise is the same in both
experiments. There are a hundred customers, a hundred
potential hosts, ten potential splitter locations and two
exchanges. All are randomly distributed in a square region
of space. There are six service box types (as in Table 1). The
limit on the number of service boxes is the same for all
hosts and set to 10. The demand varies per customer. For
each of the connection types (LAN or DS1) each customer
requires between zero and twenty connections.
The configuration of the EA is the same throughout the
experiments. The population size is 100, and tournament
selection is used with a tournament size of 4. The
recombination rate is set to 0.7. Integer genomes are
recombined using 3-point crossover. The mutation
operator mutates each integer value with equal
probability. The probability is set such that the expected
n u m b e r  o f  m u t a t e d  v a l u e s  p e r  g e n o m e  i s  o n e .  W h e n  a
value is mutated, the new value is randomly chosen from
the valid range. For the real-valued preference values for
the service boxes, recombination and mutation operators
specific to evolutionary strategies [7] are used. The
termination criterion for switching between the various
stages of the optimisation is the one described in section
3.3, with H set to 5 and G set to 200. For each experiment,
we run the EA ten times for each configuration and average
the results.
4.1 Divide and conquer?
Table 2 shows how each of the four variants of the
algorithm performed on the basic problem. The first
column shows the average running time of the EA,
together with the standard deviation. The second column
shows the average weighted objective value of the final
solution, together with the standard deviation. The
objective is defined such that a lower value corresponds to
a better solution.
Table 2 Results for the first experiment,
with a service box limit of 10.
It can be seen that the best solution is obtained by the
ThreeStage algorithm. Interestingly, this is also the fastest
algorithm. A possible explanation is that the problem is
fairly modular so that it can be optimised effectively by
considering the sub-problems separately. For the other
algorithms, the search space at some of the stages is more
complex and harder to navigate, thus slowing down the
search and increasing the likelihood of sub-optimal
convergence. These results on their own suggest that sub-
dividing the problem and solving each sub-problem
separately gives the best results.
 Table 3, however, shows the results of an experiment
very similar to that of Table 2. The only change that has
been made is that in the problem the maximum number of
service boxes per host has been reduced from 10 to 6.
Table 3 Results for the first experiment, with a service box limit of 6.
Comparing the results in Table 2 and Table 3, it can be
seen that this small change in the problem had a significant
effect. The best solutions are now produced by the
OneStage algorithm, whereas the quality of the solutions
generated by the TwoStageNetwork and ThreeStage
algorithms has significantly deteriorated.
These results are easy to explain. In the first stage of
each of the algorithms, customers are allocated to hosts. In
both the OneStage and TwoStageHost algorithm service
boxes are allocated to hosts simultaneously, whereas for
the other two algorithms this happens at a later stage.
What can then happen is that when customers are
allocated to hosts, choices are made that turn out to be
sub-optimal when the service box allocation takes place.
More specifically, some hosts have so many customers
assigned to them that it is impossible to satisfy the total
demand given the limit on the number of service boxes.
These solutions therefore inevitably incur a penalty.
What these experiments suggest is that splitting a
problem up into parts can speed up the optimisation
process without affecting the quality of solutions (even
generating better solutions). However, care must be taken
when doing so, because there is a risk that irreversible
choices are made in the early optimisation stages that lead
to solutions that are far from optimal.
4.2 Invisible change
The experiments presented so far used the neutral
encoding that was described earlier. For comparison,
Table 4 shows the results of an experiment where the
neutral encoding has been disabled. More precisely, the
grouping that was used in the encoding for the allocation
Time, sec Best
OneStage 6171 ± 1620 425 ± 40
TwoStageNetwork 3177 ±  982 414 ± 21
TwoStageHost 5504 ± 2412 411 ± 48
ThreeStage 2930 ± 640 389  ± 16
Time, sec Best
OneStage 5216 ± 1440 436 ± 13
TwoStageNetwork 1761 ± 425 520  ± 23
TwoStageHost 4802 ± 2031 451 ± 26
ThreeStage 2548 ± 597 490  ± 30Evolving greenfield passive optical networks
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of customers to hosts, hosts to splitters, and splitters to
exchanges has been disabled. So here the EA independently
allocates each customer to a host, etc.
Table 4 Results for the second experiment, where the neutral 
encoding has been disabled and the service box limit is 10.
The problem that was solved was the same as that for
Table 2. Comparing the results in both tables, it can be
seen that the neutral encoding gives superior results. For
each of the algorithms, when neutrality is used the run
time on average is shorter and the quality of the solutions
is better.
5. Conclusions
We have shown how an EA can be applied to the design of
passive optical networks. We demonstrated three tech-
niques that can be applied to improve performance —
using a neutral genetic encoding, using heuristic-guided
evolutionary search and using staged optimisation. We
presented two experiments. The first indicated the
potential advantages and drawbacks of sub-dividing a
problem during optimisation. The second experiment
showed that the use of neutrality is indeed beneficial.
There is more work that can be done to improve the
optimisation. For instance, we hope that by sub-dividing
the problem more cleverly and adding more interaction
between the various optimisation stages, a speed-up can
be achieved while simultaneously the likelihood of sub-
optimal convergence is reduced.
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